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Opportunity for authors
PTILOTUS Press which offers
a publishing platform for desert writers has extended the
period for submissions for its
Inland Writers series to next
Friday.
A community collective of
local writers devoted to publishing local writing, Ptilotus
Press said they are seeking the
creative response of authors
across Central Australia to the
theme of Inland.
An opportunity currently

Ptilotus Press extends submission period for series
exists for interested writers to
be published in an anthology
with multiple authors (with a
minimum of 3000 words per
piece or up to 15 poems).
Both fiction and nonfiction
authors are being invited to
consider the Inland as a geographical region informing
culture, as a culture ordering
our relationship to place, as a

place with its own set of environmental concerns, and as a
place created by a particular
layering of story, history and
myth.
“Ptilotus Press are canvassing works which engage with
and extend on existing conversations, works that take the
conversation into diverse and
different places. We are also

seeking submissions by local
artists for cover artwork,” said
a spokesperson.
All selected pieces will go
through a professional editing
process and the books will be
released to the public around
August.
So far, the Inland Writers
series has showcased two publications, Summary of Small

Things by Carrol Adams and
Living in Hope by Frank Byrne.
Both of these books were
launched at the NT Writer’s
Festival 2017 and have been
distributed locally and interstate.
Ptilotus Press has a charter
to promote the work of distinctive inland writers at both the
local and national level.

Firefighters extinguish a blaze in the Todd River. There has been a
25 per cent rise in fires through May.
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Grass fires increasing
as temperatures drop
Andrea Johnston
THE number of grass fires reported in Alice Springs
through May was 25 per cent
higher than the average for
the rest of the year so far.
The figures come as the
weather cools, the grasses dry
out, and more people seek the
warmth of fire.
Senior station officer Jim
Bateman said although there
were 72 fires reported in May,
the figure was down on last
year.
“The number of fires in
May is significantly fewer than
the same period last year,
where crews responded to 180
grass fires over the corresponding period,” Mr Bateman
said.
He said the lower figures

could be attributed to various
initiatives
“The Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics has put in place a works
program that involves the
slashing of grasses on the majority of Crown Land and
Urban interfaces as well as
Todd and Charles River
banks,” he said.
He also said hazard abatement works by the Northern
Territory Fire & Rescue Service and rural volunteer units,
and the establishment of the
Lhere Mparntwe (Todd River)
Working Group had helped.
“Lhere Mparntwe Working
Group, formed by various
Government and private
stakeholders, has also made
significant inroads in the protection of vegetation.”

We’re helping
businesses grow.
jobs.gov.au
In 2017, over 400,000 new jobs were
created – that’s more than 1100 a day.
So if you’re a small to medium business
owner who’s wondering about the next
step or has changing business needs,
there are Government initiatives and
incentives to help you hire staff.
The Government is offering:
•
•

Programs to help you hire
or train staff
Financial incentives up to
$10,000 to employ eligible staff

For more information go to jobs.gov.au
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The entity is a collective of
local writers set up in the late
90s to support the work of authors in the desert.
The very first publication
released — Living in Hope — ,
tells of Mr Byrne’s experience
as a member of the Stolen
Generation, recounting stories
from his life about when he
was removed from his family
by welfare and survived
through love of people and
Country.

